**December 2018 Activity:**

**Construction:** Kuhns – Pad reclamation; DeArmitt – Pad reclamation; Mamont South 1 – Pad extension earthwork; Hutchinson – Pad reclamation

**Drilling:** Complete drilling the lateral section of hole on the Shaw 1D, rig down and move off location

**Completions:** Start pad prep on the Shaw Pad depending on Drilling's progress.

**Facilities:** Continue Shaw Pad flowlines installation.

**Production:** No activity

**Midstream:** Pipeline installation continues from the Shaw pad to the Mamont compressor.

**Plugging:** Plugging operations will be taking place on the Bowman #4. Preforming E&S Controls installation on the MAWC Tr 34 Spear #2, MAWC Tr 27 Germroth #6, MAWC Tr 51 Hutchinson #4 and MAWC Tr 3 Kuhns #2.